-COMMERCIO MACCHINE UTENSILI-Trade machine toolsSales Regulations and Conditions
The aforementioned commercial website dedicated to the sale of machinery belongs to and from
made by konzu s.r.l.s. P.I. 09225290965 (registered trademark), main activity: trade
wholesale, also for third parties of machine tools, equipments, machines for industry, construction and
agriculture and the respective accessories and / or spare parts.
The photographs of the products on our site represent related machinery and equipment
mainly to the industrial processing sector, all the photos were taken by konzu technicians
s.r.l.s., the truthfulness of the real existence of the machines represented was accurate by the technicians of konzu
s.r.l.s. whether the aforementioned machines belong to konzu s.r.l.s. or its qualified suppliers. The machinery e
the equipment is all located in Italy except for models of foreign construction imported from ours
providers. The descriptions shown have been checked to exclude any description or status errors
actual goods for sale, customers will still have the opportunity to view the goods in person first
of the purchase, in order to have every possible clarification.
Distinction between new and used machinery and equipment With “new machines” we mean machinery and
newly manufactured equipment, both Italian and imported, generally equipped with
warranty provided by the manufacturer. By “used machinery” we mean second-hand machinery and equipment
hand already used by third parties, in general, except for specific agreements, such machinery is without guarantee, where
the aforementioned machines did not have all the safety parameters determined by the current CE regulations
on the subject, they will have to be brought up to standard in order to be considered suitable for sale, if any
cost of securing must be considered separately and assessed separately. Other services described on the site
Other services from the sale of machinery and equipment, such as logistics and transport, consultancy etc. are carried out
from official partners of konzu s.r.l.s.
All the prices indicated are considered VAT excluded (subject to a 22% rate) exempt only machines sold
in states other than Italy.
The payment methods accepted will always be indicated in the offers to customers.
Konzu srls reserves the right to modify the prices, descriptions and photographs of its products at its own discretion.
All machines are always considered to be viewable by customers before purchase.
Konzu s.r.l.s. is in no case responsible for malfunctions and defects in general of machinery and
equipment sold by third parties on their own web channels.
Processing of personal data konzu s.r.l.s. undertakes never to disclose the personal data of its customers
and suppliers, according to the directives of the privacy legislation on our site
Konzu s.r.l.s. It is a registered trademark all rights reserved. For disputes competent court Milan.
konzu s.r.l.s.
Tel. 392-7573175
www.konzusrls.com
E-mail: konzusrl@gmail.com
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20028 San Vittore Olona (MI) Italia
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